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FIRST LISTEN

SOFI TUKKER
Wrap Up Their
Year with a Cover
of Snow Patrol’s
“Chasing Cars”

Originally performed on the Australian

radio station Triple J, the cover follows

the electro-pop duo’s WET TENNIS LP

from earlier this year.

Words : KIM MARCH

Photo : VANESSA VLANDIS
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December 16, 2022

MAGAZINE If you’re old enough to

remember the

late-’00s, you couldn’t

have avoided Snow

Patrol’s breakout hit

“Chasing Cars,” a

perfect fit for nearly

any emotional scene in

film or TV. It’s been a

personal favorite for

both members of SOFI

TUKKER for quiteLISTEN TO FLOOD FM CLOSE
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12 The Los Angeles
Issue

With 232 pages and an expanded 12″ by

12″ format, our bi�est print issue yet

celebrates the people, places, music, and

art of our hometown, including cover

features on David Lynch, Nipsey

Hussle, Syd, and Phoebe Bridgers’

Saddest Factory Records, plus Brian

Wilson, Cuco, Ty Segall, Lord

Huron, Remi Wolf, The Doors, the art

of RISK, Taz, Estevan Oriol, Kii

Arens, and Edward Colver, and so much

more. 

REVIEWS

Bob Dylan, The Bootleg
Series Vol. 17:
Fragments – Time Out

some time, so naturally

the electro-pop duo

opted to cover it for a

recent visit to

Australian radio

station Triple J—but

only after working up

the courage to take on

such an important

piece of music. “We

still can’t believe we

even dared to touch

it...it’s such a

masterpiece already,”

they share. “Tuck

doesn’t usually

volunteer to sing, but

there’s probably no

other song he’s sung

more in his life. So he

was comfy enough to

give it a go.”

The cover matches the

delicacy of the original,

only maintaining that

intimacy throughout

rather than leaning

into the lush, slow-

READ MORE
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of Mind Sessions: 1996-
1997

On the series’ 17th installment, listeners

are transported to the sound of desire, a

Dylan reconnecting and reconnoitering

with a curt and surly muse.

Bass Drum of Death,

Say I Won’t

The Mississippi garage rockers move

past lo-fi toward a more soulful and

power-chord heavy sound on their

Patrick Carney–produced fifth album.

build orchestrations of

Snow Patrol’s original.

“‘Chasing Cars’ is a

song we both bonded

over,” they add. “It

depicts that state...of

being intimate with

someone, of forgetting

the whole world exists,

when you're together.

The lyrics couldn’t be

more perfect. The two

opening notes are

iconic… We hope it

pulls at the

heartstrings of people

who once listened to

this song the way we

did, and maybe it'll

introduce some people

to the song altogether,

in which case...you're

welcome.”

Check out the cover

below. SOFI TUKKER

have also been

announced as brand

ambassadors for NovoLISTEN TO FLOOD FM CLOSE
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Lil Yachty, Let’s Start
Here.

The Atlanta rapper has taken up the

mantle of prog-psychedelic, live-band

hip-hop, and the results are as outwardly

wily and avant-garde as they are insular

and introspective.

Fogo, a “rainforest

preservation steward

and producer of

award-winning

Brazilian sugarcane

spirits and ready-to-

drink cocktails.” Learn

more about that

project here.

MUSIC, ART + CULTURE,
DELIVERED STRAIGHT TO YOUR
INBOX
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